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Remarks on the Uniqueness in an Inverse
Problem [or the Heat Equation. I

By Takashi SUZUK
Department of Mathematics, University of Tokyo

(Communicated by Kasaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., March 12, 1982)

1. Introduction. For (p, h, H, a) e C1[0, 1] _@ _@ L2(0, 1),
let (E,...,) denote the heat equation

(1.1) au (p(x)---- x, u=O (0<t< oo, 0<x<l)

with the boundary condition

(1.2) 3U-U Ou +Hux=l_=_ 0 (O<t< co)

and with the initial condition
(1.3) u,=o=a(x)
Let A,,, be the realization in L(0, 1)of the differential operator p(x)
-(/x) with the boundary condition (1.2), and let {2 In=O, 1, ...} and
{(., 2)[n=0, 1, .} be the eigenvalues and the eigenunctions of
A,,,, respectively, the latter being normalized by (0,2n)=1 (n--0,
1,...). Noting that each 2 (n-0, 1, ...) is simple, we call

N={2 I(a, (., ))-0}
the "degenerate number" of a e L2(0, 1) with respect to A,,, where
(,) means the LMnner product.

Let T1, T in 0TT< co be given. For the solution u=u(t, x)
of the equation (E,,,), the following theorem was proved by
Murayam8 [1] and Suzuki [4], differently"

Theorem 0. The equality
(1.4’) v(t,)--u(t,) (T.<__t<_T; ----0, 1)
implies
(1.5) (q, ], J, b)--(p, h, H, a)
if and only if N--0, where v=v(t, x) is the solution of (Eq,,j,)
((q, ], J, b) e C:[0, 1] _@ _@ L(0, 1)).
In the present paper, or x0 e (0, 1], we consider
(1.4) v(t, Xo)=U(t, Xo), v(t,)=u(t,) (T<=t<=T; =O, xo)
instead o (1.4’), and study

Problem. Under what condition on (p, h, H, a), does (1.4) imply
(1.5)7
Namely, we show when
(1.6) --{(p, h, H, a)}
is satisfied, where! {(q, ], J, b) C[0, 1] L(0, 1)] (1.4) holds
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for the solution v-v(t, x) o the equation (Eq,,,)}.
the position of x0 plays an important ole"

Theorem 1.
Theorem 2.

Theorem
NI.

Theorem
{(p, h, H, a)}

In this problem,

In the case of Xo-1, (1.6) holds if and only if N=O.
In the case of 1/2x0l, (1.6) holds if Nc.

In the case of x0--1/2, (1.6) holds if and only if

In the case of 0Xo1/2, we always have

If x0= 1, (1.4) is equivalent to (1.4’) and J H, unless a--0. Hence
Theorem 1 follows from Suzuki [4, Theorem 1]. In the present paper
we prove Theorems 2-4. The proof suggests the following facts,
though details are omitted" (I) q(x)=p(x) (O<=x<=Xo) and ]=h follow
from Nc and(1.4), whenever 0x0l. (II) If x0=/=l, in any case
(1.5) doesn’t hold without Vx(t, Xo)=U(t, Xo) in (1.4).

2. Preliminaries. Let 9c be the interior of a triangle

/OAB with OA=OB, AAOB=/2, AB being parallel to either the
x-axis or the y-axis and let r e C() be given. We get the following

propositions on the hyperbolic equation
(2.1) Kxx-Kvv=rK (on D)
in the same way as in Picard [2], where , means the outer unit normal
vector on 3/2"

Proposition 1. For given f e C2(OA) and g e C2(OB) with f,0=g0,
there exists a unique K e C(9) such that (2.1) and
(2.2) KoA--f Kio-- g.

Proposition 2. For given f e C2(AB) and g e CI(AB), there exists
a unique K e C(9) such that (2.1) and

(2.2’) KA=f 3 K g

Proposition :. For given f e C2(OA), g e CI(AB) and h e , there
exists a unique K e C(9) such that (2.1) and

(2.2") Kio f 3 K+hKl g.

These equations are reduced to certain integral equations of Volterra
type, and are solved by the iteration.

Let =(x)=(x, ) ( e ) be the solution of

(.. .gz + =(z, (o,=, ’(o,=h.

This notation is compatible to that of (., 2)in 1. Put D
={(x,)10<<x<l}. The following Lemma 1 is shown by Propo-
sitions I and 8, while Lemma 2 is obtained in the same way s in
Suuki-Murayama []. See Suzuki [], [15], for details.

Lemma 1. For given p, q e C1[0, 1] and h, ] e , there exists a
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unique K e C(D) such that
(2.4. a) K K+p(y)K q(x)K

(2.4.b) K(x, x)=(]--h)+ (q(s)-p(s))ds

(2.4. c)
Lemma 2.

(2.5)

satisfies
(2.6)

(on D)

(0__<x=<)

K(x, O)-hK(x, 0) (0=<x 1).
For K in Lemma 1,

+ =q(x), (0, ) 1, ’(0, ) =].

Let {n)= (nn.... n) be a finite set of non-negative inte-
gers. We then have

Lemma 3. ((’, n) ln=/=n, lgl_N} is complete in L2(a, b), where
(a, b)9(0, 1).

3. Outline of the proof of Theorems 2-4. Assume (1.4) and

0x0l. Suppose, or the moment, Nc and
(3.1) (a,(.,2))=0 (O<=l<=N), (a, (., ))-0 (n:/:n).
Put 0 ---II (" n) 2(0,1)(0,), a ( ,/)l and /={(q, ], J)]there
exists some b such that (q, ], J, b) e }. Then, the following lemma
is obtained in the same way as in Suzuki [4] in virtue of Lemma 2.
However, in deriving (3.2), Lemma 3 is made use of.

Lemma 4. Under the assumption of (3.1) and 0x0l, (q,],J)
e l if and only if there exists some K e C(D) such that (2.4) and
(3.2) K(xo, y)=Kx(xo, y)=0 (OgygXo)

(3.3) .[o {Kx(1, y)+JK(1, y))(y, )dy=O (nn 1_<_/=<N)

(3.4) J=H-K(1,1).
Furthermore, the following facts hold" (I) For each (q, ], J) e , only
a unique b satisfies (q, ], J, b)e l. (II) Even if N= c, the if part of
Lemma 4 holds under the assumption of the first part of (3.1). (III)
(q, ], J)=(p, h, H) if and only if K=_O on D. Therefore, Theorems 2-4
are proved by the following (A) and (B)" (A) (2.4) and (3.2)-(3.4) imply
K--O if 1/2x0l andNc or if xo=l/2 and N<=I. (B) There exist
q, ], J and KO such that(2.4) and (3.2)-(3.4) if 0x0l/2 or if xo=l/2
and 2<=N<= c. Since the latter case is treated in a similar way to the
former one in both (A) and (B), we only show (A) for the case of 1/2
x0l and Nc, and (B) for the case of 0x0l/2.

Set Do=D{(x,y)lx+y2Xo}. By virtue of the uniqueness as-
sertion of Propositions 1-3, (3.2) is equivalent to
(3.5) K-0 (on Dx)
under (2.4.a) and (2.4.c).

Proof of (A) for the case of 1/2x0<l. By(3.5), wehaveK(1, y)
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-K(1, y)-0 (0 <__ y <= 2z0 --1). Therefore, (3.7) gives

y)+JK(1, 2n)dy- 0 (n=/=n, l<_l<_N),{K=(I, y)}(y,
2x0--1

hence
(3.6) Kx(1, y)+JK(1, y)-0 (2x0- l=<y=< 1)
by Lemm 3. K=0 on D\D is derived rom Proposition 3, by virtue
o (2.4.a), (3.6) and (3.5).

Proof of (B) for the case of 0<x0<1/2. In this case (3.5) is
equivalent to
(3.7) K(x, 0)-0 (0=< x_<_ 2x0)
under (2.4.a) and (2.4.c), because o Proposition 2. Take an arbitrary
g e C[0, 1] whose support is in (2x0, 1). In the same way as in Picard
[2], we can show the unique existence of K e C(D) such that (2.4.a),
(2.4.c), (3.6) and
(3.7’) K(x, 0)- g(x) (0=< x=<_ 1).
For the mapping

T T" C[0, ] x >C’[0, 1] x .
(q, J) ]-+(2d/dxK(x, x)+p(x), H-K(1, 1)),

the 2ollowing lemm is obtained by estimating each successive approxi-
mation of K"

Lemma 5. There exist B>O and 0 such that Tg is a strict
contraction mapping on U--{(q,J)lllqllclo,l+lJ]<=B} for each g
e C(2x0, 1) in g] <o,<=.
For g0 with ]lgl]co.,<=, there exists a fixed point of T, which
is denoted by (q, J). Set ]=h+K(O, 0), K e C(D) being the solution
of (2.4.a), (2.4.c), (3.6) and (3.7’). Then, q, ], J and K satisfy (2.4),
(3.2)-(3.4), while K0 ollows rom g0.
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